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Advancing Smart Business & 
Increasing Revenue for a 

Diversified Media Company



Driving Operational
Efficiency & Increasing
Revenue
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Broadcast Media Company

Overview

100+
TV Stations

50+
US Markets

600+
Salespeople

$2B+
Annual

Advertising 
Revenue

In partnering with Advisr, they aimed to:

Pitch more diversified proposals

Close larger deals faster

Reduce time spent on non-revenue generating activities



Driving Revenue for Corporate Leadership

Today’s modern enterprises face many challenges; from spending too much time on non-revenue generating activities, 

adding bodies to a problem as a solution, to simply not generating enough revenue to keep pace with growing costs.  

Advisr’s flexible and scalable infrastructure helps businesses overcome these challenges and concentrate on what's 

important - growth.

Implementing Advisr’s suite of sales tools enabled our customer to generate the following results: 
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Sellers using Advisr 
are hitting their sales 
quotas consistently

17%95%86%
Reduction in the 
time it takes to 

generate proposals 

Increase in proposal 
budgets by 
customer
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Sales leaders had been experiencing three
core challenges:

1. How do my teams pitch larger and more strategic deals?

2. Customer transactions can be slow, manual and at times very 

complex, which slows down close rates.
3. How can I leverage a platform that is easy to use, adopt and 

scale?

More products 
recommended per 

proposal

By implementing Advisr, they significantly 
improved key business indicators:

116%60% 82%
Increase in the 

number of 
customer orders 

Adoption rate 
across the entire 

sales team

Providing Visibility & Efficiency for 
Sales Management
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The sales team needed an infrastructure to 
scale their sales engagements. They desired:

1. Visibility into what’s working across other market verticals.

2. Focus on growth not process.

3. More effective customer engagements by reducing inefficient 
and slow processes.

Using Advisr, sales teams are now 
advancing smart business:

Helping Salespeople Close Better 
Deals Faster…Much Faster.

1. They are building smart, data-driven options for customers, 

complemented by their market expertise.

2. The proposal process now takes minutes not hours or days -
never losing momentum with the customer.

3. Smarter growth and stronger impact equates to higher deal flow 
and elevated revenues.



The Advisr platform is a sales operating system that helps 

organizations reimagine their processes with better efficiency and 

effectiveness across their engagements. By automating workflows 
and providing a flexible infrastructure to scale sales operations, 

Advisr’s suite of tools enables teams to generate more revenue 
and increase market share.

Learn more: 
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About Advisr

www.advisr.com

hello@advisr.com

www.linkedin.com/company/advisrio

Connect with us to 
learn more about how 
we can help your 
business

http://www.advisr.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/advisrio


Thank You


